
Gotham City Syndicatez - The Show is On

{Verse}

Diabolic, tectonic limbs out-reach

Lengthening out from the wretched leech

His eyes ooze blood, tearing deep

Sending him to the eternal sleep

{Pre-Chorus}

Never thought I'd be in the foxhole with you

The Batman is looking kind of blue

What's the matter, aren't you refreshed?

As I tear apart your horrid flesh

{Chorus}

The show is on, and you're our latest pawn

The fighting, and writing, and biting 'till dawn

But, the actors showed themselves right here

Batman, welcome, my sweet little dear

I know this perturbs your peace of mind

I know that these chemicals will make you blind

But actors, detractors, and factors too

Reveal that you are a little bit screwed

{Verse}

I know this pains kind of deep

Sending you to the eternal sleep

But trust me, the torture is deserved

You've done a lot of sick things you nerd

{Pre-Chorus}

Never thought I'd be in the foxhole with you

The Batman is looking kind of blue

What's the matter, aren't you refreshed?



As I tear apart your horrid flesh

{Chorus}

The show is on, and you're our latest pawn

The fighting, and writing, and biting 'till dawn

But, the actors showed themselves right here

Batman, welcome, my sweet little dear

I know this perturbs your peace of mind

I know that these chemicals will make you blind

But actors, detractors, and factors too

Reveal that you are a little bit screwed

{Bridge}

I know this pains kind of deep

Sending you to the eternal sleep

But trust me, the torture is deserved

You've done a lot of sick things you nerd

{Pre-Chorus}

Never thought I'd be in the foxhole with you

The Batman is looking kind of blue

What's the matter, aren't you refreshed?

As I tear apart your horrid flesh

{Chorus}

The show is on, and you're our latest pawn

The fighting, and writing, and biting 'till dawn

But, the actors showed themselves right here

Batman, welcome, my sweet little dear

I know this perturbs your peace of mind

I know that these chemicals will make you blind

But actors, detractors, and factors too

Reveal that you are a little bit screwed


